
Our growing company is hiring for a communications senior manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for communications senior manager

Serve as PR liaison with external third-party partners to ensure effective
execution of plans, coordinating media plans or events, ensuring issues are
brought to the forefront for resolution
Supporting the regional sales team with marketing plans and materials to
achieve sales across the region
Working and supporting regional directors to enhance the ABU reputation in
the region through events, speaking and sponsorship opportunities
Where relevant translating specific ABU messages into locally relevant
communications whilst retaining the overarching theme
Working closely with the central ABU team to ensure that all communications
remain consistent, relevant and on message
Working with the central PR team to ensure all media opportunities are
highlighted with the central PR team
Collating and sharing relevant regional insight and feeding back into the
central team in order to enhance all materials
Working with the local agency (Ogilvy) to ensure that all communications and
the ABU story is delivered consistently to all audiences
Helping to manage to the local agency to transcreate key messages and
materials for both APAC and IMEA regions
Prepare local marketing budgets and supply to the central team

Example of Communications Senior Manager Job
Description
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Related Master's degree or Post Graduate degree from an accredited
institution
Seven or more years’ experience in the planning, design and deployment of
Human Resources marketing and communication initiatives
Strong leader who will be able to extend his/her impact across the entire site
portfolio
Strong user and data focus
Familiarity with SharePoint portals a plus
Minimum of 10 years' experience in a combination of strategic planning and
strategy development, large-scale change management and communications
in support of business objectives


